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Acoustical
Net

New Way of
Capturing Space
Completely customizable solution for
excessively reverberant and acoustically
demanding open ceiling environments.
It can follow any form to encapsulate the
visual space and envelope the audible
spectrum.

Buffle
Cloud

Vibrant
Ceiling

Absorbing unwanted noise,
Baffle Cloud system is an easy to
install acoustical solution
available in various styles and
forms.
Baffle Cloud ensures absorption
control while adding
rhythmically consistent visual
variations to monotone spaces.

Full Sheet
Cloud
Acoustical
Control

Full Sheet Clouds provides a simplistic solution
for acoustical control. Ease of assembly and
installation makes it the right choice for an
immediate, yet an effective remedy for noise.
Full Sheet Clouds can be customized with
integrated geometric shapes and a wide
variety of colors.

Grid Canopy
Elevated
Aesthetics

Grid Canopies bring an entirely
new level of aesthetics to room
acoustics. Hang a Grid Canopy in
any space to control excess
reverberation.
Grid Canopies decrease
reverberation, increase speech
intelligibility and contribute to
visual aspects of architectural
spaces.

Geo Cloud

On Cloud Nine

Available in both standard and custom shape
options, Geo Clouds help define any
architectural space.They can be combined
with Geo Tiles for continuous flow from
ceilings to walls. Geo Clouds can be inclined
using appropriate installation methods.

Curv Ceiling Buffles
High Efficiency

Curv is a high efficiency vertical ceiling baffle system. With endless potential of
customization, Curv can contribute to any architectural work that needs high
acoustical performance and designer’s touch. Curv baffle system represents the
perfect balance of form, function and cost effectiveness.

Ezo on Ezo
Visual Integrity

Ezo on ezo product range adds selection of stylish
patterns on a second layer to provide elegance
and premium acoustical comfort.
Combining depth, dimension and color ezo on
ezo can tone in with any color palette and style.

Geo Tile
In Depth

Geo Tiles can be applied to any wall
made of any material to control excess
reverberation. Availability of shape, size
and color variations, provide endless
possibilities for designers looking for
visually appealing tessellations and
original compositions.

Pattern
V-Notch
Sheets
Architectural
Privacy
Patterned V notching adds
visual depth to ezoBord sheets
and brings harmony and control to
acoustically demanding spaces.

Panels

Panels

A Screen not to
be Seen

Panels are acoustically effective, customizable,
decorative and recycled. Easy to install, our
specialized design teams provide top-notch
solutions, endless creative possibilities that
ensures superior acoustical performance.

Hoody

A Safe Haven
Retrofittable Modular Desk Divider
System. Instantly transform your open
plan office space into individually
separated, quiet workspaces with the
modular Hooded Desk divider system
nicknamed “Hoody”.

Ezo Print

Enliven your Walls

EzoPrint adds depth and texture to any wall, improves
acoustical comfort in any space, brings practicality and
style to any architectural work. You can transform your
environment with prints of favorite building materials,
abstract designs or your own brand.

Desk
Screen
System
Desk Screens are a great way to
absorb sound, add privacy, color
and style in any open plan work
space. Desk Screens enhance
speech intelligibility making
every office space a better place
to work in.

Obi Mobile Office Divider

Instant
Privacy

Obi Mobile Office Dividers
are a great way to instantly
absorb sound, add privacy,
color and style in any open
plan work space. Obi Mobile
Office Dividers add color
and shape and design while
helping in controlling room
acoustics and are tackable.

BuzziDesk
FlipFlop
Flexible & Fun
Retreat to a private space with this moveable
and foldable desk divider. Pull it from the
wall and instantly create a more personal
space in open areas and flex offices.

BuzziFrontDesk
Tone it Down

Don’t barricade yourself in enclosed spaces.
This noise-reducing front panel for desks will
safeguard your privacy in open areas
whether at home or at work.

BuzziDesk
Office Frontiers

Carve out your own space with this deskdividing screen. It keeps out unwanted noise
so you can better focus while staying
connected with colleagues.

BuzziJet

BuzziHat
Hats Off

Be bold and bright like this playful
acoustic pendant lamp. It is
cartoon-like on the outside, but
high-tech under the hood. The
result—sound absorption and
functional lighting in one.

BuzziBell

It Rings a Bell

This noise-absorbing pendant light steals the show in
every space. It is a diffused functional LED light housed
in a bold bell shape. Match your lighting with the other
furniture to experience its power.

BuzziPleat LED
Light & Silence

Remarkable craftsmanship generates these large
architectural folds that maximize surface and deliver
exceptional acoustic performance. The dimmable warm
light gives BuzziPleat LED an even greater sense of depth.

BuzziProp
Propel Bright
Ideas

Let your mind travel to uninterrupted
places far away. This noise-reducing
pendant light helps take care of that,
balancing sound for improved focus and
concentration.

BuzziMoon

The Bright Side

A beautiful design conceals the technical features that make
BuzziMoon unique. This diffused downlight in an acoustical
solution offers the best of both worlds for general lighting in
noisy surroundings. A variety of fabrics and three-dimensional
patterns add to the sphere’s visual impact. An opaque
diffuser gives BuzziMoon its namesake “full moon” appeal.

BuzziLight Mono
Soft shadows
soft sounds
Meet this lightweight sound-absorbing
light with its own character. It is an
acoustic, decorative pendant light made
of a single layer of BuzziFelt.

BuzziShade

A Shade of Light

Prevent eavesdroppers from hearing your private conversations and reduces
external noise levels to a minimum. This noise-reducing pendant
accommodates the demand for both sound absorption and light.

BuzziBlinds

Bola Felt

Making its Presence
Felt

BuzziFelt is the perfect decorative material for absorbing sound in the office as well
as at home without losing sight of the tactile factor and design. It consists of 100%
upcycled plastic bottle waste, materials that are both good for the planet and
acoustics.

Work Zone
Divider
Together Apart
Work Zone Divider is one of the most
convenient solutions for open plan spaces that
need privacy, acoustical comfort and style.
Installed easily, Work Zone Dividers define visual
boundaries for offices, create niches in public
spaces and function as sound barriers for
settings require speech privacy.

BuzziFree

Free from
Distractions

Looking for a moment of peace and quiet?
Easily screen off distractions and divide
workspaces or public spaces with this mobile
and acoustic room divider.

BuzziFalls
Elegant & Bold
Create a layer of privacy with this collection of
floating, decorative panels which offer artistic
style with acoustic benefits. They will help
reduce sound transfers and mitigate high tones
such as ringtones along with typing and
clicking sounds.

BuzziScreen
A Screen not to be
Seen
The folding screen has come back into fashion
with a bang! Its playful character and its
flexibility will definitely steal the show in your
room while balancing undesired sounds.

BuzziFrio

BuzziCactus

Acoustic Pick

A Touch of Western

Bring a touch of humor to your workspace
with this set of three free-standing room
dividers with playful shapes. Balance sound
within your space while creating different
zones.

With this charming room divider you can
combine no less than three factors: sound
absorption, design and a surface you can
stick pins onto.

BuzziFalls
Standing
Fold it in & out

Create a layer of privacy with our playful
room divider available in a free-standing
folding screen. Partition your space with
these decorative panels, which offer artistic
style with acoustic benefits.

BuzziTotem

A Silent Pillar

Meet this playful freestanding acoustic
pillar, our peak acoustic performance
solution. It is a moveable, fabric-covered
column, which acts as a fun play on the
traditional architectural detail.

BuzziPlant
Plant Gang

Layer in bold greens in your interior to
create a nature-inspired environment!
This free-standing acoustic panel not only
brings the outdoors in, but minimize
distractions from your neighbors too.

Hush Phone
Knock out Work

Comfort and ease of use HushPhone’s
ergonomic armrest, motion sensor light,
and glass paneling make it easy-to-use and
comfortable.

Hush Twin

The High
Environment

HushTwin is made by two conjoined pods,
each with their own sofa, desk, lighting, and
ventilation. It’s larger than hushPhone but
smaller than hushWork; both ‘halves’
provide the essential amount of space to
work — no more, no less. For teams who
need multiple private work areas in their
small office, hushTwin delivers in its
efficient use of space.

Hush Work

Focus Within
Easy Reach
HushWork is an ideal space for
deep work. With ample power
sockets and strong wifi signal,
connection is never lost,
interrupting concentration.

Hush Meet.Open
A Space for Free Thinking
It’s time we design our office spaces to abate sensory overload.
Design must account for the fact that we’re all battling
distraction. It must encourage and protect focus, so we can all
reach our potential. We simply can’t afford to lose productivity to
unthoughtful, inflexible design.

A-11 Arm Chair
Modern Elegance

A11 combines modernity with elegance. Its
cylindrical form attracts attention as its
upholstered, properly profiled back gives the
sine ergonomic support. The comfortable lounge
chair’s frame is a high-quality plate supported by a
stable four-point swivel aluminum base.

Hush Meet

Energized Meetings
Soundproofed collaborative work pods provide the
ideal acoustic environment for teams to hold
vibrant, energized meetings without concern over
bothering colleagues.

Hush Meet L

Ideal Acoustics
Through the Finest
Details

HushMeet.L is made by conjoined modules. a team
can simply add or remove these modules to
expand or scale down the pod and modify their
layout without creating any waste, disruption, or
cost — all within one workday. Because
hushmeet.L is built for change, it adapts by
design.

Hush Work Sit & Stand
Energized Meetings
Soundproofed collaborative work pods provide the
ideal acoustic environment for teams to hold
vibrant, energized meetings without concern over
bothering colleagues.

Framery O

Framery Q

Framery O is ideal for important calls or video
conferences. Have your discussions in privacy
without disturbing your colleagues. The pioneering
office phone booth delivers an echo-free and
comfortable working environment. Installation is
fast and the pod is ready to be used the same day
it’s delivered.

The Framery Q office pod is a perfect, soundproof
place for people to have meetings, brainstorming
sessions and important one-on-one conversations
in private without disturbing the whole office – or
the office disturbing you.

Ideal for One

Superior Sound
Insulation

Framery 2Q
The Full Size
Meeting Room

The Framery 2Q meeting pod is designed for 4-6
people, making it the ideal place to
co-create, brainstorm and have meetings. Our
superior sound insulation system ensures that your
meetings won’t disturb the office – and the office
noise won’t disturb you.
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